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The  weekend featured  golf on Friday and Saturday, 
fishing trips led by Jim, plenty of time to just walk 
along the Gulf or sample shops, botanical gardens 
and entertainment in Naples. As in past years, a 
highlight of the weekend has been a cruise down Na-
ples Bay to Marco Island for lunch, aboard the  Island 
Dreamer, owned by Jim.  Nothing unusual to report 
here, except for one “man overboard.”
On Saturday evening, there was a buffet dinner at the 
Rager’s beautiful home, and then on Sunday morn-
ing, the finale was a farewell brunch.

As you can surmise from the above photo, the 
Class of ‘71 showed up in  record numbers, and 
had an outstanding mini reunion  in sunny Naples, 
Florida. For the third year in a row, Jim and Yola 
Rager were  the gracious hosts of classmates. This 
year, the festivities moved to the high season of 
mid-February, which made the outdoor activities 
all the more enticing, especially  for snowbirds 
escaping the cold.
The kickoff Thursday night featured food and 
drinks at the Hamilton Harbor Yacht Club.  



President’s Letter
  
1971 LIFE STORY

Dear ’71s and Friends of ’71,

John Kemeny once wrote “If you 
have a large number of unrelated 
ideas, you have to get quite a dis-
tance away from them to get a view 
of all of them, and this is the role of 
abstraction. If you look at each too 
closely you see too many details. If 
you get far away things may appear 
simpler because you can only see 
the large, broad outlines; you do 
not get lost in petty details.”

David Aylward and his 45th Re-
union Book Team -- Mark Bel-
lonby, Steve Zrike, and Stephen 
Brockway -- have created a coffee 
table-worthy book of our class and 
our times which puts 1971 into a 
remarkable bas-relief. A class his-
tory by Nels Armstrong and a class 
survey by Frank Anton are insight-
ful. The book has been mailed to 
722 classmates, widows and to the 
45 exchange students who submit-
ted essays. Enjoy the “broad out-
lines!” 

Reunions are a great vehicle to re-
flect on what has been … and what 
will be. The canvas is not finished! 
Bob Lider and his Reunion Team 
are staging a June 2016 reunion for 
the ages.

On behalf of our 43-member exec-
utive committee and all those who 
have worked so hard on this event, 
I hope we will be able to personally 
welcome you on the Hanover plain 
this June 16-19.

Warmest regards, 
Peter 
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Last Call:  45th Reunion    June 16-19       Hanover

Back row: Willie Bogan, David Strohm ’70, Mark Hennigh ’72 , Peter Logan ’70 Willis Newton, 
Dick and Ruth Wenzel, Roger Prince, Dan Cooperman ‘72, Albert and Janet Lamarre, Randy 
Shepard ‘72, Sandi Blodgett, Eric and Barbara Danoff. 
Front row:  Tom Reddy ‘70,  Sam Cuddeback,  Linda Cooperman, Malcolm Jones.

Denver Dinner
Back row: Peter Pratt, Mi-
chael Cotsworth, Randy Wise, 
Tom Hancock, , Bill Tanis, 
Lon Gregg.
Front row: Amy Cotsworth, 
Marsha Pratt, Lola Hancock, 
Mary Tanis, Dolly Corlin.

L to R: Judy McElnea, Bob Lider, Janet Rosa, Lisa Lider, Bill Kennedy, Michael Maynard, Rich-
ard Sternberg, Martha Shanahan, John Shanahan, Jeff McElnea, Tom Jackson.

Homecoming:
Hanover Oct. 28-29

5th Bay Area Mini Reunion:
August 19-21 + 22-23

Bob Lider, reunion chair, offers a hearty welcome: “Our 45th reunion will be memorable.  You’ll enjoy the 
ambience of a special ‘71 class tent, three golf tournaments, stimulating panel discussions, a Friday night band 
extravaganza, a Saturday night clambake banquet at DOC house with accompanying live jazz music, a Rassias 
tribute and presentation of our class scholarship fund, and a Sunday brunch at Floren Varsity House hosted 
by Coach Buddy Teevens and his wife Kirsten, with a panel including our 1970 Co-Captain, Murry Bowden.”
Wednesday, June 15 
Mt. Moosilauke Ravine Lodge Overnight Stay ($) This optional Dart-
mouth Outing Club event includes hiking, meals,  and lodging.

Thursday, June 16
Registration at Class Tent 1 p.m.-9 p.m.  In front of Alumni Gym 
Golf Outing 12:15-5 p.m. Hanover Country Club
Morning jog, Tour of Oxman gardens, Pilates with Lisa Lider
6-8:30 p.m. Buffet dinner at the Classs Tent, followed by socializing

Friday, June 17
2 -3:30 p.m.   ’71 Panel: On Creativity,  led by Professor Bill Phillips ’71
3:30 -5 p.m.  ‘70 James Nachtwey Photography Presentation
5–6 p.m. Reception honoring  the memory of Professor John Rassias
Dinner,  McNutt Lawn.  Then, two bands and socializing at the ‘70 ‘71 ‘72 tents

Saturday, June 18
9–10 a.m. ’71 Memorial Service               Rollins Chapel
Noon–1:30 p.m.’71 and ’72 Lunch           Baker Library Lawn
1:30–3 p.m. ’71 Panel: Tech Innovators, led by Tuck Profesor Ron Adner
6 p.m.- 9 p.m. Class Photo, Reception, Dinner, Dartmouth Outing Club

Sunday, June 19
8:30–9:15  a.m. ,  Talk by Coach Buddy Teevens  Floren Varsity House
9:15-10:30 a.m., Tour of  facility, followed by Farewell Brunch

‘71 panelists Harris , PhillipsNote:
One of
two tables;
the other
photo from 
the NY 
event can
be found 
on the class
website.

Naples Mini Reunion
February 17-19, 2017



We also started some nonprofits. For example, we spent 
about 10 years trying to improve emergency response. Cell 
phones and computers were becoming ubiquitous in the 
late 1990s. Separately, there were growing sources of infor-
mation about accident victims and services.  I put together 
a one-hundred-organization alliance called COMCARE to 
make this happen. But it was pretty much a failure. Emer-
gency response departments don’t like to share, and they 
don’t use the most modern technology.

That’s part of the reason I was happy to change my focus 
to health in developing countries, where there is more of a 
clean slate. There’s a joke about somebody asking God how 
he created the universe in just six days. His answer: “There 
was no installed base.”
 
 You participated in the political system when it was still 
working. How frustrated are you by the current gridlock?
 
It used to be that the two parties overlapped. There was a 
conservative element of the Democratic party and a liberal/
moderate wing of the Republican party. Now everybody in 
either party more or less buys into the same program. It’s an 
ugly atmosphere. There is a huge, well-funded, organized 
effort to tear down the government, to say that the gov-
ernment is the problem and not the solution. When you’re 
elected on such a platform, you don’t come to Washington 
to solve the problems. You come to dismantle the govern-
ment.  
 
Are you plugged into or involved in Dartmouth’s campus 
politics?
 
I have no idea about politics on campus. I resented like hell 
the influence of the alumni when we went to Dartmouth, 
on keeping us from having coeducation in particular. You 
should just support whatever it is the College decides to 
do. I’m excited by the growth of the Medical School. I’m 
excited about the growth of Tuck and Thayer. Dartmouth 
has become a university, and they’re just starting to brand it 
as such. I think that’s fine.

Let’s get back to the bigger picture. In spite of political 
deadlock, you still seem committed to trying to change 
things.
 
I am an optimist. Globally we have cut the rate of under-
five-years-old death in half in the last 20 years. In half. We 
are on the verge of a transformation of  human well-being. 
Right now, there’s a $5 trillion sick care system in America. 
If you’re involved in providing sick care to people or insur-
ing them, you’re generally doing very well. But what if you 
say the metric is vitality, not the absence of sickness? Let’s 
have a system that helps me be vital.

What about the Dartmouth experience has affected 
what you’ve done since then? The good and the bad.
 
I have always understood that I was to serve, that I got 
opportunities that other people didn’t get, and that I 
owed my society. My parents drilled that into me. Going 
to Dartmouth was part of that: very few people get this 
experience. I would probably be in the bottom 15 percent 
of the people who took advantage of the academics there 
because I spent so much time doing anti-war politics and 
running the newspaper.  But I got to sit in rooms with a 
few men who affected me enormously. The first was Peter 
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The ’71 Interview      
 David Aylward:  Once Editor of The Dartmouth, Still On a Mission

cations Subcommittee…I was the hit man for competition 
in telecom; that was my mission for 8 ½ years... MCI was 
the champion of competition on the long distance side. I 
got to know Bill McGowan, the founder of MCI and one 
of my mentors. I also got to know Bill Conway, one of our 
classmates and MCI’s original finance executive. So I grew 
up on telephones and telephony as part of the economy, 
which then became the Internet, which then became IT. 
And so most of what I’ve done is connected with that in 
some fashion.  
 
Our Dartmouth experience predated the telephone/tech-
nology revolution. There were two pay phones in Wood-
ward, my dorm, and one at my fraternity.
 
We had one phone on the first floor and one on the third 
floor in South Fayerweather. And the poor guys whose 

rooms were close to the pay phone had to 
answer them and yell for people. My girlfriend 
one year lived in Madison, Wisc., and so I’d 
go to the phone with my stack of quarters and 
call her. When I see my grandkids with smart-
phones now, it’s just hard to believe.
 
A lot has changed since then. But to go back 
to your career.  So after 8 ½ years on the Hill, 

you start your consulting firm. Talk 
about that.
 
There is an expected path when you leave 
the Hill and you’re a lawyer. You go to 
work for a law firm, and you set up a  lob-
bying practice in the area in which you 

were working on the Hill.  I had no interest in doing that. I 
wasn’t very good at lobbying for one thing, and I just didn’t 
want to do it for another.
 
So instead?
 
I started my own consulting firm called National Strategies. 
It existed for 24 years and employed between 10 and 45 
people, depending on how hard I worked at business devel-
opment. It was a public policy strategy business. 
We also started a bunch of companies. I had a fantasy of 
copying Bill McGowan’s path. So we started a commercial, 
international satellite company that was the first to com-
pete with Intelsat over the Pacific and the second over the 
Atlantic. We created a land mobile radio company to serve 
the buses and limos at the Atlanta Olympics.

 Editor of the D. Political activist. Member of Casque and 
Gauntlet.  Capitol Hill staffer. Consultant and successful 
entrepreneur. Now a leader in IT/healthcare for the poor.  
Editor of the 45th Reunion Book.

Frank Anton recently sat down with David for a 
wide-ranging interview. Excerpts below:
   
In the class of 1971 25th Reunion Book, you said that 
going forward, you were going to take your ex-room-
mate Dave Lenci’s advice from 1969, and focus on 
“being” instead of “doing.” Yet, you’re still going full 
speed 20 years later.
 
I still work 50 to 60 hours a week. I’m focused on three 
projects. I help run the health and nutrition programs at 
a global charity called Ashoka. We try to figure out what 
are the best ways to deliver health care to 
poor people. I also work with a wonder-
ful philanthropist, Dorothy Batten, who 
is working to develop electronic games 
for adolescents that help them strength-
en their emotional skills.  And lately 
I’ve been spending considerable time in 
Connecticut with Community Health 
Center, Inc., a national leader in delivery 
of primary care to poor people.  
 
Did you think you’d be doing this kind 
of work when you were at Dartmouth?
 
Not at all. Well, yes, in the sense that my parents’ ideology 
around social causes and social improvement stuck with 
me. And the interest I had in politics at Dartmouth has 
stuck with me. But the actual career? I thought I would be 
a journalist.
 
What happened instead?
 
 I went into the McGovern For President campaign right 
out of Dartmouth. The day after I graduated. And then 
I thought I’d be a lawyer, and I ended up going to law 
school. But I only practiced law for 11 months.
 
Then what?
 
I accepted a staff position with Rep. Tim Wirth from 
Colorado and later became Chief Counsel and Staff 
Director of the House of Representatives’ Telecommuni-

Home:    Washington, D.C.
Dartmouth, B.A. 1971; Editor in Chief, The “D”
George Washington U.  Law School,  J.D. 1976
Rep. Tim Wirth’s Legislative Director 1977-1985
President, National Strategies  1985-2009
Global health consulting           2009-present

Bien. I will never forget my freshman seminar on the 
Ulysses theme running through literature.  It was the most 
amazing intellectual experience I’ve ever had. Then there 
were John Rassias and Hoyt Alverson. Then as friends 
and mentors, not teachers, there were Hans Penner and 
Jonathan Mirsky.
I had and retain a sense of real specialness about the 
College that comes from being exposed to people who are 
unbelievably outstanding. In the normal course of the day, 
we don’t get exposed to people like that. And on top of 
that, you’re in this place that’s just magical. Plus, I knew it 
was magical to my father, who was a Dartmouth alum.
 
Are you going to the 45th reunion?
 
Oh, yes. And actually, a bunch of the women exchange 
students are going to show up. I went out of my way to 
make sure they got included this time. That’s one of the 
reasons I agreed to be editor of the 45th Reunion book.
 
Any last thoughts?
 
Running the paper was a lot of work, and it was recog-
nized to be a responsible job. It exposed me to the other 
guy at Dartmouth who was a force in my life but I haven’t 
mentioned. John Kemeny treated me really well. One 
story: Four of us went to talk to him after the Cambodian 
invasion/Kent State killings. We respectfully said, “Look, 
we’re going on strike. We’re going to close this place 
down.” And he said, “Beat you to it. I’m closing it down.”
 It was just wonderful to have a nationally recognized sci-
entific genius who agreed with us about the war, who did 
not think people were crazy.



Class of 1971 Survey: Leisure, Hobbies, ‘Bucket’ Lists

If time is the ultimate luxury, then our class 
as a whole is doing quite well these days, thank 
you. To wit, according to the latest class survey, 
about 2/3 of the class reports having more free 
time than ever before. About the same percent-
age feels they have just about the right amount 
of free time, with only 10 percent reporting that 
boredom is sometimes a problem.

How is all that free time being used? Many 
classmates have hobbies, the most popular being 
gardening, cooking, hiking and DIY projects. 
Sports and exercise are also popular. More than 
half the class spends a minimum of an hour a 
day exercising; golf and, of all things, skiing rank 
as the favorite sports to play.

Reading for pleasure ranks high as well as a 
leisure time activity. Almost everybody reads 
newspapers and magazines, half read serious fic-
tion and 75% read non fiction.  Many classmates 
-- some 70 per cent -- read one to two hours per 
day.

What most classmates do not do a lot is watch 
television; more than half really wouldn’t much 
care if they lost their remote. Nor is dining out 
very popular: only one in five say they dine out 
frequently. 

When asked “do you want to see the world,” 
some 80% answered with a very enthusiastic 
“yes.” So it’s not at all surprising that travel was 
far and away the most common answer to the 
open-ended question “what’s on your bucket 
list?” More than a few want to see the golf  -- or 
maybe it’s the azaleas -- at the Masters. One 
wanted to be elected Pope, which would be a 
first for a Dartmouth alum. Another, speaking of 
buckets, hoped never to kick one. I just want to 
play outside linebacker for the Steelers.

-- Frank Anton
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Comments from ‘71s : What are the top 3-4 things on your “bucket list?”
•	 Write an opera and see it produced There will be 

other items - no lid on my bucket. 
•	 Travel north of the Arctic circle, set foot on every 

continent, become an A class sporting clays shooter
•	 Visit Cuba before the Castros depart; bury Trump; 

attend all four Grand Slam tennis events
•	 I don’t find the idea of a “bucket list” to be a mean-

ingful way for me to plan my life.
•	 Go to the Masters; Run a 10K when I am 80; See my 

grandchildren become adults
•	 Ski Patrol until I’m 70;  Build a remote cabin; Find a 

solution to fix our education system
•	 Trace the trail of of Attila the Hun’s conquest; Ditto 

for Ghengis Khan; Trace the trail of Colonel Custer 
leading to the Battle of the Little Big Horn

•	 No bucket list
•	 Eradicating illiteracy, “greater good” blog with large 

following, meet the world through do-as-the-locals-
do travel, catching up on backlog of 250 movies

•	  Live long enough to see my grandchildren gradu-
ate from high school.

•	 Serengeti, Istanbul, China
•	 Clean barn; Win lottery;  Be happy
•	 Building a new company with my son; Mission 

trips in foreign lands; Diving expeditions and time 
in Baltic and Italy

•	 Sell house, move to tax-and-climate-favorable state
•	 Rewrite/update books I wrote many years ago 

to share my professional experience; Make sure 
our kids and grandkids are financially secure and 
happy.

•	 Keep living in good health - real old fart thing to 
say

•	 Hike the Mt. Blanc circuit, cruise the Danube river, 
explore China.

•	 Travel in Eastern Europe Travel Australia/New-
Zealand; Shoot age in golf; Finish novel

•	 Grandchildren

How many hours per week do you 
read, non-business related?

What do you read?

How much time per week exercising or in sports?  How much vacation do you take?

Do you have more leisure time than you did 
during most of your post-Dartmouth life?

Do you think you have too much or too little 
free time?

Do you watch much TV?

Are you ever bored? Do you want to see the world? Would you be interested in international travel with a 
group of Dartmouth classmates?

Like my own back yard Up for anything No thank you Where do I sign up

Footloose, fancy free

Still pedal to the metal

Time to burn

Running on empty

Always on

Lost the remote

Less than 3 hours

3-5 hours

5-10 hours

10-15 hours

More than 15 hours

     10%     20%              40%

Newspapers,  mag-
azines
Serious fiction

Pulp fiction

Non fiction

Other (wide range.
from scientific 
journals to 
Facebook posts)       10%                40%                       

Do you have hobbies you
 pursue enthusiastically?

Gardening
Cooking
Woodworking
Home improvement
Hiking
Collection
Film (aka movies)
Other: piano, jazz, golf,
photography, biking, fly 
ishing,  hunting, etc.

        30%                 80%

                   8%           16%

              10%        20%

            10%                        30%

20%

10%

15%

5%

None                    5.47%            10-15 hours                  14.84%
1-5 hours             32.81%          More than 15 hours      8.59%
5-10 hours           38.28%

Two weeks or less    17.07%     Six to eight weeks             9.76%
Two to four weeks   32.52%     More than eight weeks   13.01%                      
Four to six weeks     27.64%

Yawn

Happy days

               15%              30%
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On Safari... In Tanzania
A Class of ‘71 Chronicle  By Doug Boyink
 My wife and I had never traveled to Africa, but we 
signed up for an eight-day exploration of Tanzania in 
February, organized by Dartmouth Alumni Travel, with 
faculty lectures, sightings of elephant herds and lions, and 
an unforgettable hot-air balloon ride over the Serengeti 
plain. 
All expectations were exceeded. Great accommodations. 
Parks were outstanding. Our guides spoke great English, 
and had comprehensive knowledge of the animals.  Meals 
were Africanized versions of Western cuisine (lamb, beef, 
chicken vegetables, desserts) with some unusual spice 
and flavor combinations.  Nothing extreme, but also not 
totally familiar flavors. Wine/spirits were good.  Guides 
introduced us to the traditional cultures of the Masai. 
They explained the Parks, the animals and how they were 
likely to behave.  One bizarre fact about the Wildebeest 
is its ability to control delivery of offspring to match 
optimal time of day, available feed and safe location.  The 
female can delay delivery of the newborn for up to three  
extra months if conditions are not optimal.  

 We saw the “Big Five.” Cape Buffalo, Lions, Leopards, 
Rhino, and Elephants.  The Tanzanian parks are not 
corrupted by the poachers and the elephant herds are 
large.  We saw lions in in all of the parks.  Cape Buffalo 
were common, rhinos and leopards were rare, seen at 
long distance.  Additional species in large numbers were 
giraffes, wildebeests, zebras, hippos, waterbuck, impala, 
crocodiles, hyena, jackals, baboons, warthogs, mongoose, 
and thousands of birds in hundreds of species.
Altogether, we spent eight days in Tanzania, two days 
near Arusha and Tarangira National Park, two days near 
Ngorongoro Crater National Park and Olduvai Gorge, 
two days in Serengeti National Park, and a day of travel 
on each end.  Class of ‘71s joining Nona and me were 
Dave Brooks (you know him from Class Dues request),

The “Tents” we stayed in were 40’x60’ platform tents 
with showers, toilets and running water.  Bottled water 
everywhere was available for drinking.  All had over-
sized king beds.  All had a swimming pool for evening 
refreshment before cocktail hour. 
We had Dartmouth professor of anthropology Nate 
Dominy with us, and he offered four lectures of varied 
nature, from hominid evolution, to man-eating lions 
and lastly the evolution of Pygmy type short stature.  
There is much to learn about isotope dating, since the 
time we learned about carbon dating. 
Finally, two extensions of the trip were offered.  One 
went to Uganda for the trip 
Willis Newton described 
last year.  One was a Bal-
loon ride at Sunrise includ-
ing champagne breakfast in 
the Serengeti. 
The best thing for us in 
addition to all described 
above was meeting the 
wonderful people from 
various Dartmouth classes 
and their spouses.  Dave 
was really the only person I knew before we left, but 
our “Introverted Classmate” turns out to be an avid 
photographer, golfer, and outdoorsman.   A Class of ’73 
was a federal government computer consultant.  His 
son Class of ’06 proposed to his fiancé on the trip.   
We made lots of new friends, and shared some unreal 
memories. I definitely recommend that you take the 
next Tanzanian Alumni Travel offering. 

 and Steve Haines, with wife Jennifer, self described 
“Class Introvert,” now academic chair of Neurosurgery 
at U. of Minnesota.  Classes represented on the trip 
were ‘53, to ’06 and several other classes between.  All 
pleasant, enthusiastic, intrepid safari-mates. 
Website http://alumni.dartmouth.edu/learnandtravel/travel




